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In recent years, both growth accounting and productivity analysis by sector have attracted 
renewed attention on a global scale. The decomposition of inputs into capital (K), labor(L), 
energy(E), and intermediate materials(M) for detailed industry-level analysis of productivity 
growth was first applied to the post-war US Economy by Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni 
(1987). The basic KLEM-methodology has been extended to cover eight European countries by 
the European KLEM project as explained in Timmer (2000) and Canada-Japan-USA database. 
In addition, the number of decomposed inputs has increased to include imported goods (I) and 
services (S) forming the framework of KLEMS methodology as done by Forsgerau and 
Sorenson (1999). 
Earlier studies along the line of the KLEM approach in Korea such as Kwon and Yuhn 
(1990), of which main interests were limited to estimating elasticity of substitution and 
productivity growth, using data in manufacturing sector only or value-added accounting. More 
recent empirical works such as Kim and Hong (1997), Pyo(2001), Timmer and van Ark(2000), 
and Rhee(2001) have also applied value-added accounting. The earlier exception of applying 
gross-output accounting was Kim and Park (1985) but it was also limited to manufacturing 
sector. Therefore, it would be desirable for us to attempt a growth accounting of gross output in 
a consistent framework of the KLEM approach. In addition to growth accounting, the 
international comparison of productivity among countries requires a consistent database for 
purchasing power parity (PPP) at industrial level by each country. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the application of the KLEM-methodology to the 
Korean database and present the result of gross output growth accounting and productivity 
analysis. After a review of availability of data, we have constructed the detailed database of 
consistent output and inputs data for the Korean economy for the period of 1984-2002. The data 
in constant prices are available with 1995 as the base year and the decomposition of data is as 
detailed as specified by the summary of the first ICPA project by Kuroda (2001) and quite 
comparable to the Japanese database.   
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines database on Korea including gross 
output, four inputs and value-added from national accounts and Input-Output Tables and other 
sources of data. Section 3 presents the result of growth accounting and productivity analysis. 





  22. Database for Korea (1984-2002) 
 
2.1 Gross Output Data from National Accounts and Input-Output Table 
 
  National accounts by the Bank of Korea (1999, 2004) reports annual series (1970-2002) of 
gross output, intermediate consumption, GDP, indirect taxes, consumption of fixed capital, 
domestic factor income, compensation of employees, and operating surplus of 21 industries 
including 9 manufacturing industries and 3 sub-sectors of government services in current prices 
following 1993 UN System of National Accounts. 
The Bank of Korea has also published Input-Output Tables since 1960. Its most recent 2000 
Input-Output Table is the 19
th Table. The detailed description of Input-Output Tables during 
1970-2000 is summarized in Table 1. The Table for 1995 has 402, 168, 77, and 28 industrial 
sectors in basic, small, medium, and large classifications, respectively. Therefore, the estimation 
of time series Input-Output Tables following those methods described in Kuroda (2001) would 
be required if we have to estimate KLEM model with more than 21 industrial classifications 
since Input-Output Tables are available only in selected years. We have attached the 
reclassification of IO tables in Table 2 and 3.   
   For the present study, we have generated gross output and value-added by 33 industries 
through RAS method. The generated annual data of both gross output and value-added have 
been adjusted to match against National Income Accounts which do not contain both indirect 
tax and subsidy. Since RAS method is sensitive to the benchmark year’s value of the I/O 
coefficients, we have used the I/O Table in the closest year as benchmark value. 
   We have used V-Table to generate commodity prices by 33 sectors and then used the 
generated commodity prices to estimate output prices by 33 sectors.   
 
  3Table 1. Input-Output Tables in Korea (1970-2000)   
1. Transaction Tables at Producers’ Prices                  (number of sector classification) 
Year Basic  Small  Medium  Large 
1970   153  56   
1973   153  56   
1975 392  164  60   
1978   164  60   
1980 396  162  64  19 
1983 396  162  64  19 
1985 402  161  65  20 
1986   161  65 20 
1987   161  65 20 
1988   161  65 20 
1990 405  163  75  26 
1993   163  75 26 
1995 402  168  77  28 
1998   168  77 28 
2000     77 28 
* Extended I-O tables with sector classification of the preceding main I-O tables. 
2.  Linked  Input-Output  Tables                       (number  of  sector  classification) 
Year small  medium  Large 
1975-80-85 161  65  20 
1980-85-90 161  75   
 
3. Supporting Tables 
(1) Employment  Table:  1980  1983  1985  1986  1990*  1995*  1998*  2000* 
(*including employment matrix) 
(2) Fixed Capital Formation Table: 1990 1995 2000 
 
4. U-Table and V-Table (21 industries including 9 Manufacturing industries)   
Annual U-Table at 1990, 1995, or 2000 constant prices and annual V-Table in both current 
and constant prices for 1990-2002 are available in 1994, 1999, 2004 National Accounts. 
Sources : The Bank of Korea Input-Output Tables(1970-2000) CD-ROM 
 
  4Table 2. Reclassification of IO Tables into 33 sectors 
33 Sectors  Classification in IO Table(1983)  Classification in IO Table(1985) 
(basic classification)
1~38 1~37  1. Agriculture 
39 38~39  2. Coal Mining 
40~54, 56~58  40~44, 46~51  3. Metal and Mon-metal 
55 45  4. Oil and Gas 
313~333 324~342  5. Construction 
59~98 52~91  6. Food 
99~118, 121, 123~125  92~112, 117~122  7. Textile 
119~120, 122, 196  114~116, 123, 197  8. Apparels 
131~133, 135~138  129~131, 133~135  9. Lumber and Wood 
134, 237, 243  132, 238, 244  10. Furniture 
139~148 136~145  11. Paper allied 
149~151 146~148  12. Printing, Publishing, allied 
152~172, 174~185  149~183  13. Chemicals 
186~194 186~195  14. Petroleum products 
126~130 124~128,  315  15. Leather 
199~213 200~215  16. Stone, Clay, Glass 
214~217, 228~232  216~218, 229~233  17. Primary metal 
218~227, 233~236, 238~242, 244~247  219~228, 234~237, 239~243, 245~248  18. Fabricated machinery 
248~261 249~266  19. Machinery 
262~286 267~290  20. Electrical machinery 
292~295 296~299  21. Motor 
287~291, 296~299  291~295, 300~303  22. Transportation equip. 
300~303 304~307  23. Instrument 
173, 195, 197~198  184~185, 196, 198~199  24. Rubber and Misc. Plastic 
304~312 308~314,  315  25. Misc. manufacturing 
344~356 347~360  26. Transportation 
357~359 361~363  27. Communication 
334~337 317~320  28. Electric utility 
338~340 321~323  29. Gas and water utility 
341~343 343~346  30. Trade 
360~366 364~370  31. Finance 
368~393 371~375,  378~399  32. Other Private service 
367 376~377  33.Public service 
  533 Sectors  Classification in IO Table(1990)  Classification in IO Table(1995/1998) 
1~34 1~30  1. Agriculture 
35~36 31~32  2. Coal Mining 
39~50 35~45  3. Metal and Mon-metal 
37~38 33~34  4. Oil and Gas 
325~341 313~329  5. Construction 
51~93 46~88  6. Food 
94~109, 113~115  89~104, 111~113  7. Textile 
110~112, 116, 122  105~108, 118  8. Apparels 
125~130 120~125  9. Lumber and Wood 
131, 238, 240  296~298  10. Furniture 
132~142 126~134  11. Paper allied 
143~145 135~138  12. Printing, Publishing, allied 
146~176 150~173  13. Chemicals 
177~187 139~149  14. Petroleum products 
117~121, 123~124  109~110, 114~117, 119  15. Leather 
194~209 180~195  16. Stone, Clay, Glass 
210~212, 223~227  196~198, 209~213  17. Primary metal 
213~222, 228~237, 289, 241~245  199~208, 214~227  18. Fabricated machinery 
246~264 228~246  19. Machinery 
265~293 247~275  20. Electrical machinery 
298~302 282~288  21. Motor 
303~311 289~295  22. Transportation equip. 
294~297 276~281  23. Instrument 
188~193 174~179  24. Rubber and Misc. Plastic 
312~317 299~305  25. Misc. manufacturing 
346~358 334~346  26. Transportation 
359~360 347~349  27. Communication 
318~321 306~309  28. Electric utility 
322~324 310~312  29. Gas and water utility 
342~345 330~333  30. Trade 
361~368 352~359  31. Finance 
369~368, 378~402  350~351, 360~369, 372~399  32. Other Private service 
376~377 370~371  33.Public service 
 
  633 Sectors  Classification in IO Table(2000) 
1~30  1. Agriculture 
31~32  2. Coal Mining 
35~45  3. Metal and Mon-metal 
33~34  4. Oil and Gas 
312~328  5. Construction 
46~86  6. Food 
87~102, 109~111  7. Textile 
103~106, 116  8. Apparels 
118~123  9. Lumber and Wood 
295~297  10. Furniture 
124~132  11. Paper allied 
133~136  12. Printing, Publishing, allied 
148~171  13. Chemicals 
137~147  14. Petroleum products 
107~108, 112~115, 117  15. Leather 
178~193  16. Stone, Clay, Glass 
194~196, 207~211  17. Primary metal 
197~206, 212~225  18. Fabricated machinery 
226~245  19. Machinery 
246~274  20. Electrical machinery 
281~287  21. Motor 
288~294  22. Transportation equip. 
275~280  23. Instrument 
172~177  24. Rubber and Misc. Plastic 
298~304  25. Misc. manufacturing 
333~345  26. Transportation 
346~349  27. Communication 
305~308  28. Electric utility 
309~311  29. Gas and water utility 
329~332  30. Trade 
352~360  31. Finance 
350~351, 361~371, 374~401  32. Other Private service 
372~373  33.Public service 
 
  7Table 3. Reclassification of National Accounts into 33 Sectors 
National Accounts  33 Sectors 
1. Agriculture, Forestry and fishing  1.Agriculture 
2. Mining and Quarrying  2. Coal Mining 
3. Metal and Mon-metal 
4. Oil and Gas 
3. Food, Beverage and Tobacco  6. Food 
4. Textile and Leather  7. Textile 
8. Apparels 
15. Leather 
5. Wood, Paper, Publishing and Printing  9. Lumber and Wood 
11. Paper allied 
12. Printing, Publishing, allied 
6. Petroleum, Coal, and Chemicals  13. Chemicals 
14. Petroleum products 
24. Rubber and Misc. Plastic 
7. Non-Metallic Mineral Products except Petroleum and Coal  16. Stone, Clay, Glass 
8. Metal, Fabricated Metal Products  17. Primary metal 
18. Fabricated machinery 
9. Machinery and Equipment  19. Machinery 
20. Electrical machinery 
23. Instrument 
10. Transport Equipment  21. Motor 
22. Transportation equip 
11. Furniture and Other Manufacturing Industries  10. Furniture 
25. Misc. manufacturing 
12. Electricity, Gas and Water  28. Electric utility 
29. Gas and water utility 
13. Construction  5. Construction 
14. Wholesale and Retail Trade, Restaurants and Hotels  30. Trade 
15. Transport, Storage and Communication  26. Transportation 
27. Communication 
16. Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Business Services  31. Finance 
17. Community, Social and Personal Services  32. Other Private service 
18. Producers of Government Services  33.Public service 
 
  82.2 Measurement of Capital Stocks 
 
The success of late industrialization by newly industrializing economies could not have 
been made possible if both the rapid accumulation of capital and its changing distribution 
among sectors were not realized in their development process. However, it is difficult to 
identify these factors empirically because the time series data of capital stocks in fast-
developing economies by both types of assets and by industries are not readily available. The 
lack of investment data for a sufficiently long period of time to apply the perpetual inventory 
estimation method was the main cause of the problem. However, the National Statistical Office 
of the Republic of Korea has conducted nation-wide national wealth survey four times since 
1968. Korea is one of a few countries which have conducted economy-wide national wealth 
surveys at a regular interval. Since the first National Wealth Survey (NWS) was conducted in 
1968, the subsequent surveys were made in every ten years in 1977, 1987, and 1997, 
respectively. Since such regular surveys with nation-wide coverage are very rare in both 
developed and developing countries, an analysis on the dynamic profile of national wealth 
seems warranted to examine how national wealth in a fast growing economy is accumulated and 
distributed among different sectors. 
    The estimation of national wealth by types of assets and by industries was made by Pyo 
(1998) and updated in Pyo (2003) by modified perpetual inventory method and polynomial 
benchmark-year estimation method using four benchmark-year estimates. The latter study 
modifies and extends the earlier one in two respects. First, the result of 1997 NWS has been 
released in 1999 so that we can make use of additional benchmark-year estimates. Second re-
basing the estimates of capital stocks from 1990 prices to 1995 prices seems inevitable because 
Bank of Korea has re-based their national accounts accordingly. 
 
1) National Wealth Survey in Korea 
In National Wealth Survey (NWS), the gross capital stock (GK) was evaluated by 
multiplying the purchase price of the fixed tangible asset by the appropriate price index by types 
of assets which have been compiled and prepared by the Bank of Korea dating back to the year 





i i PI P GK × =  
 
where GKi is the value of gross capital stock of asset i evaluated at a certain benchmark year m 
(m>t), P
t
i is the purchase price of the asset i in year t, and PIi
t is the price index to reflect the 
value of the asset i in year t. In other words, the gross capital stock is supposed to reflect the 
  9repurchase value or reacquisition value of the fixed tangible asset. 
Second, the net capital stock (NK) was deduced by multiplying the gross capital stock by 

















S GK NK ) ( ) ( × × = × =   
where S is the value of survived assets, N is average service life of the asset and n is the number 
of years elapsed. In other words, a proportional depreciation method is adopted. The value of 
survived assets is assumed to be 10 percent of the purchase value when it reaches the assumed 
average service life and 1 percent of the purchase value when it reaches double the assumed 
average service life. 
Suppose for example, the average service life of a certain asset such as personal computer 
is 5 years and it was purchased three years ago at the price of 3,000 dollars. In addition, assume 
that the inflation rate of the computer price since the purchase year is 20 percent. Then the 
following calculations can be made: 
 






( 2 . 1 000 , 3 × × = NK                                    ( 2 )  
 
Korea’s NWS assumes shorter average lives than BEA(1993). For example, BEA’s are 32-
80 years for residential structure and 31-48 years for nonresidential structure while Korea’s 
NWS assumes average service life of 23-60 years for residential buildings and 8-60 years for 
nonresidential buildings. For automobiles, Korea’s assumed average life (4-5 years) is shorter 
than BEA’s (10 years). The shorter average life and, therefore, higher depreciation rate are 
typical in the process of late industrialization.   
 
2) Estimation of Net and Gross Capital Stock 
 
(1) Estimating Method for 1968-97 
In principle the existence of four benchmark year estimates of gross and net capital stocks 
makes it possible for us to apply the polynomial benchmark year estimation method. In Pyo’s 
earlier studies (Pyo 1988, 1992, and 1998), he estimated proportional retirement rates and 
depreciation rates both by types of assets and by industries based on the polynomial equations.   
When we applied the polynomial benchmark year equation to estimate the proportional 
retirement rates for the sub-periods of 1977-87 and 1987-97, most of estimates became negative 
  10including the average economy-wide retirement rates (-3.0% for 1977-87 and –3.1% for 1987-
97) except other Construction(0.6%) and Transport Equipment(3.4%) in 1977-87 and 
Nonresidential Building(0.9%) in 1987-97. Therefore, following Pyo (1998), we have applied 
the polynomial benchmark year estimation method to estimating depreciation by types of assets 
only. Thus we have generated net stocks by types of assets first for the period of 1968-97 and 
then, distributed them over different sectors of industries by using interpolated industrial 
weights between the respective benchmark years. 
We have decided to estimate net capital stock first and then to estimate gross capital stock 
by using interpolated net-gross conversion ratios for the following two reasons. The basic 
reason is due to the fact that the margin of prediction error from the polynomial benchmark year 
equation turns out to be larger with gross capital stock than with net capital stock as had been 
observed in Pyo (1992). 
 
(2) Estimating Method for 1953-1967 
 
Since we have decided to use estimates of 1968 NWS as the first benchmark year estimates, 
we have to estimate capital stocks for the period of 1953-67 using the perpetual inventory 
equation backward. We first deflated the net stock data of 1968 NWS in current prices into 
those in 1995 prices using implicit GDP deflator of capital formation. Then, we have estimated 
capital-output coefficients by industries by regressing net capital stock in 1995 constant prices 
on real GDP by industries and a linear time trend variable during the period of 1968-87 in order 
to generate estimate of net stocks by industries during 1953-67 in 1995 prices. We have also 
used the 1968 NWS weights of different types of assets for the period of 1953-1967. 
In order to estimate net stocks by industries for the period of 1968-76, we have used both 
1968 NWS and 1977 NWS to estimate interpolated industrial weights by each type of assets. 
Then, for the period of 1953-67, we have used both cumulated weights of capital formation by 
industries from old National Accounts by the Bank of Korea (1984) and industrial weights of 
1968 NWS. 
 
(3) Estimating Method after 1997 
National Statistical Office of Korea has decided to terminate National Wealth Survey by 
1997 and to switch from direct estimation to indirect estimation of national wealth following the 
method of BEA and OECD. The cost of such direct national wealth survey has increased 
significantly as the size of national economy has expanded considerably. In addition, some of 
the participating institutions such as Kookmin Bank for unincorporated business enterprises 
have been privatized so that National Statistical Office alone can no longer afford national 
  11wealth survey. Japan had terminated its National Wealth Census in 1970 for almost the same 
reasons.  
Therefore, for the period after 1997 which is the last national wealth survey, we have to 
estimate capital stocks by a modified perpetual inventory method using 1997 NWS as 
benchmark estimates. First, we estimate net stocks by type of assets in constant prices by using 
the depreciation rates estimated from the period of 1987-1977 and distribute them across 
industries using both industrial weights in 1997 NWS and those in subsequent Mining & 
Manufacturing Census and Surveys and Wholesale and Retail Surveys. In the long run, the 
estimated depreciation rates by type of assets may need to be updated and revised by the micro 
data-based studies. Second the generated net stocks by type of assets and by industries have to 
be converted into gross stock by using the net-gross conversion ratio of 1997 NWS for the time 
being. But ultimately we may need further studies on the trend of net-gross conversion ratio by 
type of assets and by industries and the average asset life. 
 
3) Reconciliation with Database of Pyo (2003) 
  
Since the database of Pyo (2003) covers 10 broad categories of industrial sector together 
with 28 sub-sectors of Manufacturing, it can be reclassified and reconciled with 33-sector 
classification for the ICPA project. Assuming that the flow of capital service is proportional to 
capital stock, we used the average capital stock of two years as the capital service
1.   
In order to make quality adjustments to the capital input data, we have taken the following 
steps:  
 
(1) Following Kuroda(2001), we define the capital service of asset  in industry j as  i
) ( ) ( ) ( t A t b t K
j ij ij = m j n i ,... 1 ; ,.., 1 = =                            
                   = )] 1 ( ) ( [
2
1
) ( − + ⋅ t A t A t b
j j ij                            ( 3 )  
    w h e r e   denote the proportion of the  -th asset type on the j-th sector’s total 





which is the average of unweighted sum over all assets during 
the t-th and (t-1)th period.   
 
                                                 
1 We could not use the formula of Kuroda and Nomura (1999) because investment data in 
National Income Accounts are classified either by asset type or by industry but not by both. 
  12(2) The growth rate of capital service input is defined as 
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l
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i t b t b v ) 1 ( ln ) ( ln           
                                                         j  =  1,2,…..J       (4) 
j
i v where  is the average share of an individual component in the value of property 
compensation. The first term on the right side is the change of the quantity of capital service and 
the second term is the change of the quality of the capital service. 
The growth rate of the quality of capital was very small in comparison to the growth rate of 
the quantity of capital. There was no substantial change in the structure of capital in Korea 
during 1984-2002.   
 
4) Measurement of Capital Input Price 
 
Following Jorgenson, et.al (1987) and Timmer (2000), the aggregate index of capital 
services over the different types of assets in j-sector( ) can be assumed as a translog 




i   ) as follows: 
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      In order to apply the above aggregation formula, it is necessary to impute the rental prices of 
capital services. In the absence of taxation, Hall and Jorgenson (1967), Jorgenson, Gollop and 
Fraumeni (1987) and Jorgenson and Yun (1991) have derived the following formula for 
imputing the rental price of capital services from asset type  :  i
 
) 1 ( )} ( ) ( { ) ( − Π − + = t q t t r t P i i i i δ                                  ( 5 )               
 
  where   is the rate of return,   is the acquisition price of investment good   with    ) (t qi ) (t r i
) 1 (










i   which is the rate of inflation in the price of investment good  . The  i
  13nominal rate of return after tax is usually assumed to be the same for all assets in an industry so 
that    does not have subscript  .  i ) (t r
The acquisition prices of each asset in different industries are not usually available and, 
therefore, investment deflators are frequently used as substitutes for the acquisition prices. But 
investment deflators in National Accounts are available either by types of assets or by industries 
not by both. Estimates of depreciation rates in Pyo(2003) are also available either by types of 
assets or by industries not by both.   
      In case of Korea, there have been studies by Yun and Kim (1997) and Won and Hyun(2000) 
on the estimation of effective marginal tax rates following methods developed by King and 
Fullerton (1984) and Jorgenson and Landau (1993). Since they have used the above formula for 
cost of capital, they must have generated the imputed cost of capital. But their estimates are 
based on whole industries not for each industry and even those estimates are not available. 
Faced with lack of data and consistent estimates for the variables to impute rental price of 
capital in each industry, we have adopted the following approach. 
j In order to get capital input prices different for both each asset   and each industry i , we 
have slightly changed Eq (5) to Eq (5)′, which is the formula of the capital input price for both 
each asset    and each industry j i : 
 
) 1 ( )} ( ) ( { ) ( − Π − + = t q t t r t P i i i j
i
j δ                         ( 5 ) ′ 
 
In Eq (5)′ we have assumed that the price of investment asset  ( ), the rate of depreciation of 
asset  (
i q i
i δ i Π i ), and the inflation rate of investment asset i ( ) are identical across all 
industries. But we have assumed that the rate of return can be different in each industry. 
j The application of the Eq. (5)′ requires data on the rate of return by industry ( ), the 
acquisition price of investment asset i ( ), and the rate of depreciation of asset  (
j r
i q i δ i ). 
Because we do not have data for the nominal rate of return for each industry but for the nominal 
value of capital services summed over all types of assets in jth industry, we estimated the rate of 
return for each industry, , by using the equality between the nominal capital income in jth 
industry ( ) and nominal value of capital services summed over all types of assets in jth 
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           ( 6 )  
Using these nominal rates of return of each industry( ), we were able to calculate the 
rental price of capital services of each asset and industry by adding the depreciation rate and 
subtracting the inflation rate of capital, and multiplying the result to the price of capital.   
) (t rj
       
  
 
2. 3 Measurement of Labor Input 
 
In order to measure labor input for KLEM model, we have to obtain both quantity data of 
labor input such as employment by industries and hours worked and quality factors such as sex, 
education and age. Both availability and reliability of labor statistics in Korea have improved 
since 1980. But the measurement of labor input by industries cannot be readily made because 
the statistics of employment by industries are not detailed enough to cover 33 sectors. 
Following the characteristics of labor input described in Kuroda (2001), the sources of 
labor statistics are presented in Table 4. Economically Active Population Yearbook by National 
Statistical Office reports the number of employment, unemployment, not-economically-active 
population and economically active population by 10 categories of age group (15-19, 20-24, 25-
29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59, and 60 over). Employment by industries is 
available in 9 broad categories of industries:(1) Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (2) Mining (3) 
Manufacturing (4) Construction (5) Wholesale, Retail, Restaurants and Hotel (6) Electricity and 
Gas, and (7) Transportation, Storage and Communication and (8)Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate, and Business Service (9)Other Services. More detailed classifications of employment 
will have to rely on Employment Table, which is published as a supporting table to Input-
Output Table. But it is available only every five year when main Input-Output Tables are 
  15published. Mining and Manufacturing Census (Survey) by National Statistical Office also report 
employment statistics but it is limited to mining and manufacturing only. Unemployed persons 
by gender and educational attainment are also available from the same source. 
Report on Monthly Labor Survey by Ministry of Labor publishes monthly earnings and 
working days of regular employees by 12 broad categories of industries. Survey Report on 
Wage Structure by the same ministry reports wages by 6 categories of occupational 
classification in old series (1980-1992) and now reports 9 new categories in new series (1993-
1999): (1) Senior Officials and Managers (2) Professionals (3) Technicians (4) Clerks (5) 
Service and Sales Workers (6) Skilled Agriculture and Fishery Workers (7) Craftsmen and 
Assembler (8) Plant and Machine Operator and (9) Other Laborer. Nominal and real wage index 





Table 4. Characteristics of Korean Database for KLEM Model 
(1)Gross output  Number of Sectors
 21  -National Accounts 
392-402   -Input-Output Table (1980,1985,1990,1995,2000) 
22  -U-Table and V-Table Annual tables (1985-2002) 
(2)Capital stock (capital services)   
-Gross and Net Stock data: National Wealth Survey (1987)(1997)  5 types of assets 
and 10 large 
industries 
-Capital Formation data: National Accounts(1999, 2004) 
-Annual Gross and Net Stock by Industries and by Types of Assets 
with 28 sub- 
manufacturing 
  and Estimated Depreciation Rates are available in Pyo (2001)   
-Net stock and Investment data: Mining and Manufacturing Census 
Mining and Manufacturing Survey 
industries 
- Types of assets: residential building, nonresidential building, other 
 
    construction,  transport  equipment,  machinery  equipment  
(3)Labor input (hours worked)  18 types
-Survey  Report  on  Wage  Structure             (Ministry  of  Labor) 
-Economically  Active  Population  Survey                  (NSO) 
 
                       
-sex (male/female)  2 types
-educational attainment  3 types
(middle school and under, high school, and college and/or above) 
-age classes              3 types
  16(16~34, 35~54, and 55 above) 
(4)Intermediate inputs   
-National Accounts 
-Input-Output Table(1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000) 
-U-Table and V-Table Annual Tables(1985-2002) 




For the present study, we have obtained the raw data file of Survey Report on Wage 
Structure from the Ministry of Labor and Economically Active Population Survey from 
National Statistical Office for the period of 1984-2002. The data are classified by two types of 
gender (Male and Female), three types of age (16-34, 35-54, and 55 above), and three types of 
education (middle school and under, high school, and college and/or above) and, therefore, there 
is a total of 18 categories of labor.   
  Since the raw-data file of the Survey Report on Wage Structure contains more detailed 
industrial classification than that of the Economically Active Population Survey, we calculated 
the quantity of labor from the Economically Active Population Survey and the quality of labor 
from the Survey Report on Wage Structure. This enables us to include self-employed labor as 
well as to use more detailed data. However, since the Survey Report on Wage Structure does 
not include the Agriculture and Government sectors, we had to use the average value of the 
entire economy for the quality measure of these two sectors. 
  In order to make quality adjustments to the employment data, we have taken the follow 
steps: 
 
1) Defining   as wage rate for j -sector and l -type category of labor, the share of labor 














v                                                               (7) 
The average weight of j-sector and l-type labor income during the period of (t-1) and t can be 
generated as; 
[ ] ) 1 ( ) (
2
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Ll                                                       ( 8 )  
2) In order to make a quality adjustment to labor input data, we have further decomposed labor 
  17input of j-sector and l-type as follows: 











measures labor input of l-type labor in j-sector. 
j M
j H and   denote the employment and 
average working hours of j-sector respectively. 
 
3) Finally, the growth rate of j-sector labor input has been computed as follows: 
 
[ ] [ ] ) 1 ( ln ) ( ln ) 1 ( ln ) ( ln ) 1 ( ln ) ( ln − − + − − = − − t H t H t M t M t L t L
j j j j j j         
[ ] ∑ − − +
l
j j j
Ll t d t d v ) 1 ( ln ) ( ln       j  =  1,2,…..33      (10)                           
 
where the first bracket on the right hand side measures change in employment, the second 
bracket measures change in average working hours, and the third bracket measures the change 
in quality of labor through change in weighted working hours. 
    The average growth rate of the quality of labor is 1.33% and it explains about 42% of the 
growth rate of labor. It is a relatively high proportion in comparison to the proportion of the 
quality of capital.   
 
2.4 Measurement of Energy Input and Material Input 
 
In order to separate energy input from intermediate input, we have decomposed 
intermediate inputs into two input categories following ICPA criterion. For this purpose, we 
have used IO Tables and identified 5 sectors (sector 2, 4, 14, 28 and 29) as energy input sector 
and the remaining 28 sectors as material input sector.   
 
2.5 Deflators for Gross Output and Inputs 
 
The 21-sector gross output data by Bank of Korea’s national accounts are available only in 
current prices. For the period after 1985, we have used V Table in both constant and current 
prices to generate implicit gross output deflators by sector. For the period before 1985, we have 
used Linked IO Table in constant prices to generate implicit gross output deflators by sector for 
1985 and interpolated the data for 1984. For the deflators of energy input and material input, we 
  18have used the same sources of data; V Table for the period after 1985 and Linked IO Table 
before 1985. The basic characteristics of KLEM database in Korea (1984-2002) in 1995 prices 
is presented in Table 5. During the period of 1984-2002, Korea’s gross output has grown at the 
average annual rate of 7.95 percent. Four inputs have grown at the rate of 9.36 % (K), 3.15 % 
(L), 5.28 % (E), and 8.47 % (M) respectively. 
 
2.6 Input Shares 
 
Regarding shares of inputs, we have used Compensation of Employees in Gross Domestic 
Product and Factor Income by Kind of Economic Activity in national accounts and Operating 
Surplus to generate relative share of labor input and capital input respectively in total value-
added and then adjusted them into shares in total gross output. We have divided the amount of 
energy input and material input by gross output to generate shares of energy input and material 
input respectively.   
 
 
3. Growth Accounting and Productivity Analysis 
 
  We have conducted a growth accounting and a productivity analysis for Korea (1984-2002). 
We have quality-adjusted the input data. In other words we have used education, sex and age for 
labor input and individual assets data for capital input to consider the changes of the input 
shares. 
 
Table 5. KLEM data in Korea (1984-2002) 
                                                           (1995  prices) 
Gross output  K  L  E  M 
Year 
(bill. won)  (bill. won)  (100,000hour) (bill. won) (bill. won) 
1984  320640   273246   41711   28576   145281  
1985  339199   301366   43116   24885   158202  
1986  384485   331320   43556   29246   179567  
1987  439153   366098   47350   34362   207712  
1988  486723   408891   48921   38819   230433  
1989  514333   460284   49911   42292   244819  
1990  569375   523683   50585   27729   296468  
1991  622993   599730   51736   31184   324144  
1992  657020   677878   52080   33933   343405  
  191993  696338   755237   52971   37269   362548  
1994  754081   838348   54336   41352   392516  
1995  829403   930893   56097   48772   430735  
1996  905645   1031360   57127   54132   474389  
1997  978101   1130389   57246   57184   514881  
1998  918702   1208037   52486   70490   457315  
1999  1034499   1270100   53264   77940   525203  
2000  1162277   1339583   55659   86816   600586  
2001  1241612   1427315   56627   90451   628288  
2002  1363415   1530471   58221   95153   689711  
growth(%)  8.04   9.36   3.15   6.68   8.65  
  1) Capital(K) and labor(L) are the values without quality. 
  2) The growth rates are the average growth rates. 
  3) The growth rates of capital and labor include both growth rates of quantity and quality. 
  
    In Table 5, we present average growth rates of gross output and four inputs in 1995 constant 
prices. The gross output of whole industries has grown at an average annual rate of 8.04 percent 
while capital(K), labor(L), energy(E), and material input(M) have grown at the rate of 9.36 
percent, 3.15 percent, 6.68 percent, and 8.65 percent respectively during the period. The average 
estimated shares of four inputs were 0.20( ), 0.20 ( ), 0.08 ( ) and 0.52 ( ) 
respectively. We have estimated total factor productivity based on both gross output growth 
accounting and value added growth accounting.   
K v L v E v M v
 
3.1 Gross Output Growth Accounting   
 
  The economy-wide growth rate of TFP during the pre-crisis period (1984-1997) has been 
estimated as 0.20 percent as shown in Table 6. And the growth rate, during the post-crisis period 
(1998-2002), has been estimated as in 1.48 percent. After the economic crisis in 1997, the 
growth rate of gross output has been declined, and the growth rates of input factors like as 
capital, labor, energy and material have also reduced from those before the crisis. Accordingly, 
the growth rate of TFP during the post-crisis period has been relatively higher than that of the 
pre-crisis period.   
  The relative contribution of TFP to gross output growth (22.29%) increase in the post-crisis 
period seems to reflect structural adjustments made after the financial crisis of 1997-1998. Idle 
capacities were cut-off and the level of employment was also drastically reduced. 
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Table 6. Gross Output Growth Accounting of TFP in Whole Industry in Korean Economy 
                                                  < a v e r a g e   g r o w t h   r a t e ( % ) >  




















84-'97  8.58   2.20   0.00   2.20  0.81  0.33  0.48  0.36  5.00   0.20  
98-'02  6.64   1.21   0.00   1.22  0.17  0.12  0.04  0.77  3.02   1.48  
84-'02  8.04   1.93   0.00   1.93  0.63  0.27  0.36  0.48  4.45   0.55  
      contribution ratio to output growth(%)      
84-'97  100.00  25.64   0.00   25.64  9.44  3.85  5.59  4.20  58.28   2.33  
98-'02  100.00  18.22   0.00   18.37  2.56  1.81  0.60  11.60  45.48  22.29 
84-'02  100.00  24.00   0.00   24.00  7.84  3.36  4.48  5.97  55.35   6.84  
* The growth rates of inputs are weighted by each share of income. 
 
  We can examine the relative contribution ratio of the input factors to the output growth. The 
contribution ratio to output growth during the post-crisis period has been reduced from the pre-
crisis period; capital (18.22%), labor(2.56%), and material(45.48%), with the exception of 
energy(11.60%). Hence, the contribution ratio of TFP to output growth was increased up to 
22.29 percent during the post-crisis period. 
  The economy-wide growth rate of TFP has been estimated as 0.55 percent during the entire 
period of our analysis, 1984-2002, and the contribution ratio of TFP to output growth is 6.84 
percent, which is of rather insignificant magnitude. The relative magnitude of contribution to 
output growth is in the order of material, capital, labor, TFP and energy. The quality of capital 
has not affected the growth of output at all, but the quality of labor has affected the growth of 
output about 3.36 percent. 
  The total factor productivity growth in gross output growth accounting is lower than that 
without quality adjustment in input data. We are reconfirming both Krugman's(1994) 
proposition and empirical findings by Young(1994) and Lau and Kim(1994). 
    Secondly, the growth rate of TFP in manufacturing’s gross output during the pre-crisis period 
(1984-1997) has been estimated as 1.21 percent as shown in Table 7. And the growth rate of 
TFP during the post-crisis period (1998-2002) has been estimated in 1.73 percent. The pattern 
  21of the growth rates of TFP is similar to the entire economy. But quantity of labor input in 
manufacturing has been reduced during the post-crisis period. It reflects a drastic structural 
adjustment in Korea’s labor market after the financial crisis of 1997-1998. As a consequence, 
the contribution rate of labor to output growth has become negative. 
    In manufacturing, the growth rate of TFP has been estimated as 1.36 percent during the entire 
period of 1984-2002. The contribution ratio of TFP to output growth is estimated as 15.16 
percent. 
 
Table 7. Gross Output Growth Accounting of TFP in Manufacturing 
                                              <   a v e r a g e   g r o w t h   r a t e ( % ) >  



















84-'97  9.28   1.17   0.07   1.10  0.21  0.19  0.02  0.33   6.36   1.21 
98-'02  8.15   0.86   0.11   0.75  -0.04  0.07  -0.11  0.98   4.62   1.73 
84-'02  8.97   1.08   0.08   1.00  0.14  0.16  -0.01  0.51   5.87   1.36 
      Contribution ratio to output growth(%)      
84-'97  100.00  12.61   0.75   11.85  2.26  2.05  0.22  3.56   68.53  13.04 
98-'02  100.00  10.55   1.35   9.20  -0.49  0.86  -1.35  12.02  56.69  21.23 
84-'02  100.00  12.04   0.89   11.15  1.56  1.78  -0.11  5.69   65.44  15.16 
  * The growth rates of inputs are weighted by each shares of income. 
 
Table 8 Gross Output Growth Accounting of TFP in Services 
                                                  < a v e r a g e   g r o w t h   r a t e ( % ) >  



















84-'97  8.82   3.08   0.04   3.03  1.66  0.24  1.42  0.45   3.89   -0.26 
98-'02  5.50   1.61   0.01   1.60  0.64  0.36  0.28  0.60   1.61   1.04 
84-'02  7.90   2.67   0.04   2.63  1.38  0.27  1.10  0.49   3.26   0.10 
  22      Contribution ratio to output growth(%)      
84-'97  100.00  34.92   0.45   34.35  18.82  2.72  16.10  5.10   44.10  -2.95 
98-'02  100.00  29.27   0.18   29.09  11.64  6.55  5.09  10.91  29.27  18.91 
84-'02  100.00  33.80   0.51   33.29  17.47  3.42  13.92  6.20   41.27   1.27 
* The growth rates of inputs are weighted by each shares of income. 
 
  Thirdly, the growth rate of TFP in service sectors during the pre-crisis period (1984-1997) has 
been estimated as -0.26 percent as shown in Table 8. During the pre-crisis period the growth 
rate of capital in service sector (3.08%) has been much higher than that in manufacturing 
(1.17%), so its growth might have affected adversely on the overall efficiency in service sector.   
  But the growth rate of TFP during the post-crisis period (1998-2002) has changed to 1.04 
percent. The growth rates of both input factors and gross output have slowed down during the 
post-crisis period. 
  As a result the growth rate of TFP has been estimated as 0.10 percent in service during the 
entire period. The relative contribution of TFP on output growth in service has become lower 
than manufacturing. And the relative magnitude of the contribution to output growth is in the 
order of material, capital, labor, energy and TFP.   
 
3.2 Value Added Growth Accounting   
 
  Next, we have analyzed the growth of TFP by a value-added growth accounting. In Table 9 
the economy-wide growth rate of TFP during the pre-crisis period (1984-1997) has been 
estimated as 0.37 percent. And the rate during the post-crisis period (1998-2002) has been 
estimated as 0.71 percent. As a whole the growth rate of TFP is estimated to be 0.46 percent. So 
the pattern of TFP growth from value-added accounting is similar to that from gross output 
growth accounting. But the absolute levels of TFP growth rates are lower in value-added growth 
accounting than those in gross output growth accounting.   
    Again, the effect of quality change in capital input was almost negligible. But the growth and 
contribution ratio of labor quality to value-added are considerable. The contribution ratio of 
labor quality to the growth of value added is about 10 percent as a whole. The contribution of 
total labor to the growth of value added is composed of two factors, labor quality (9.88%) and 
labor quantity (13.13%). 
  The economy-wide contribution ratio of capital to growth of value added is 70 percent, that 
of labor is 23 percent, and that of TFP is 7 percent. In value added context the role of capital in 
production is therefore greater than labor as shown in Table 9.   
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Table 9 Value Added Growth Accounting of TFP in Whole Industry 
                                                  < a v e r a g e   o f   l o g   g r o w t h   r a t e ( % ) >  











total labor total capital   
labor 
84-'97  7.81   5.44   -0.01  5.45  2.00   0.82  1.19   0.37 
98-'02  4.12   2.99   -0.01  3.00  0.42   0.30  0.12   0.71 
84-'02  6.78   4.76   -0.01  4.77  1.56   0.67  0.89   0.46 
      Contribution ratio to output growth(%)    
84-'97  100.00   69.65   -0.13  69.78  25.61  10.50  15.24   4.74 
98-'02  100.00   72.57   -0.24  72.82  10.19  7.28  2.91   17.23 
84-'02  100.00   70.21   -0.15  70.35  23.01  9.88  13.13   6.78 
  1) The growth rates of each input are weighted by its share of income. 
  2) Value added is deflated by 1995 price. 
    
 
 
3.3 Sectoral Growth of TFP 
 
  In manufacturing, the sectors such as electrical machinery, machinery, motor, rubber, and 
instrument have showed relatively higher growth rates of TFP during the entire period of 1984-
2002 as shown in Figure 1 and Table 10. Among them the electrical machinery sector which 
was based on IT technology has shown higher growth of productivity. But the labor intensive 
sectors such as Apparels, Misc Manufacturing, Food, and Fabricated metal have shown lower 
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Figure 1 Sectoral Growth of Total Factor Productivity 
                                                     < a v e r a g e   g r o w t h   r a t e ( % ) >  
  1) GOTFP : TFP by gross output growth accounting   
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Table 10 Sectoral Growth of TFP (Gross Output Growth Accounting: 1984-2002) 
     ) >                                                 < a v e r a g e   o f   l o g   g r o w t h   r a t e ( %
Code Industry 
Gross  capital  labor 
energy material TFP 
output input  input 
1 Agriculture  0.90  4.40  -0.07  0.14  0.74    -4.32 
2  Coal  mining  -7.28 -0.09 -5.66 -0.57  -2.17   1.21 










rtation  equip. 
nufacturing 
 
e and real estate 
 
2.18  -0.95  -0.90  0.61  0.77    2.65 
4  Oil and gas  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00    0.00 
5  Construction 4.63 2.00 1.12 0.15  3.69   -2.33 
6  Food  2.42 0.48 0.11 0.04  2.06   -0.26 
7 Textile 2.69  0.46  -0.15 0.06  2.02    0.29 
8  Apparel -1.60 0.24 -0.26 0.01  -0.51   -1.08 
9 Lumber  an 1.22  0.51  -0.45  0.10  1.06    0.01 
10  Furniture  8.09 1.45 0.56 0.24  5.97   -0.12 
11 Paper  allie 6.03  1.48  -0.08 0.42  4.12    0.08 
12  Printing, pub 6.87  1.00 0.75 0.09  5.14   -0.10 
13 Chemicals  8.34  1.54  -0.06  1.34  5.25    0.27 
14 Petroleum  products  5.87  0.91  -0.10  3.89  0.89    0.28 
15 Leather  1.46  0.08  -0.38  0.05  1.26    0.45 
16  Stone, cl 5.53  1.21 0.14 0.80  2.83   0.56 
17 Primary  metal  4.68  0.62  -0.04  0.88  3.30    -0.07 
18  Fabricated  meta 7.19 1.41 0.30 0.21  5.45   -0.19 
19 Machinery  12.38  1.17  0.78  0.25  8.56    1.61 
20 Electrical  m 17.63  1.34  0.47  0.17  11.11    4.54 
21 Motor  17.14  1.09  1.16  0.28  13.05    1.55 
22  Transpo 6.93 1.36 0.30  -0.06  5.48   -0.15 
23 Instrument  11.80  1.13  0.74  0.20  8.71    1.02 
24 Rubber  10.71  1.49  -0.31  0.38  7.79    1.36 
25 Misc.  ma 1.65  0.77  -0.26  0.05  1.42    -0.33 
26  Transportation  4.91 0.94 0.82 0.95  2.57   -0.37 
27 Communication 19.43  5.31  2.09  0.25  3.83    7.96 
28 Electric  utility  7.53  3.20  0.09 1.18  1.36   1.69 
29 Gas  utility  15.66  3.38  1.06  10.40  1.66    -0.85 
30  Trade  9.19 5.43 0.78 0.44  3.77   -1.23 
31  Financ 9.97  3.80  1.51  0.38  3.00    1.30 
32  Other private service  8.39  2.28  2.94  0.38  3.54    -0.75 
33  Public  service  3.14 0.39 2.46 0.18  1.61   -1.50 
Total  8.04 1.93 0.63 0.48  4.45   0.55 
1) Cap  labor are adjusted with y, a ight  eac e of i ital and  qualit nd we ed by h shar ncome 
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On the other hand, the sector of Communication which has been strongly related with IT 
ctivity growth have been the IT-related 
Table 11 The investment in IT sector 
Year  IT Inv rowth(%) 
technology has recorded the highest growth rate (7.96%) of TFP among service. But the sectors 
such as Construction, Public Service, Trade, Gas utility, Other Private Service, Transportation 
and etc. have produced negative growth rates of TFP.   
  Therefore, we can see that the main sectors for produ
sectors. Korean economy has heavily invested in IT sectors on a full scale since 1995 (Table 11) 
as analyzed in Ha and Pyo (2004). 
 
estment (billion won)  G
1995    15,125.7  - 
1996    17,916.0  16.9  
-11.2  
1997    19,122.0  6.5  
1998    17,099.2 
1999    23,716.0  32.7  
2000    32,190.9  30.6  
2001    31,502.0  -2.2  
2002    33,143.8  5.1  
2003    31,551.8  -4.9  
2004    31,391.9  -0.5  
*Inv s real value in 200
.4 Productivity Trend and Capital-Output Coefficient 
  We have generated a series of labor productivity; gross output per men-hour (GO/L). During 
ts; capital-gross output 
estment i 0 prices 





the entire period of 1984-2002, the growth rate of economy-wide labor productivity is estimated 
as 6.19 percent, 8.71 percent in manufacturing and 4.37 percent in service(Table 12). As 
expected, the growth of labor productivity in manufacturing has been greater than that of service 
sector. It may reflect product and process innovation in manufacturing. During the period of 
1988-2002 the decline of labor input has affected the growth of labor productivity in 
manufacturing. The trends in labor productivity are shown in Figure 2. 
We have also generated a series of capital-output coefficien
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Table 12. The Growth of Labor Productivity 
                     r a t e ( % ) >  
productivity 
efficients(K/GO) as shown in (Table 13). The economy-wide capital-output coefficient has 
grown at average rate of 1.53 percent. The economy-wide capital-labor ratio has grown at 7.72 
percent. 
 
                         < a v e r a g e   g r o w t h  
  period  gross output  labor input 
labor 
whole  industry  84-'97  8.58   2.44   6.14  
  98-'02  6.64   0.34   6.31  
  84-'02  8.04   1.85   6.19  
manufacturing  84-'97  9.28   0.64   8.64  
  98-'02  8.15   -0.74   8.90  
  84-'02  8.97   0.26   8.71  
service  84-'97  8.82   4.48   4.33  
  98-'02  5.50   1.02   4.48  
  84-'02  7.90   3.52   4.37  
* Labor input is total w hours 
Figure 2 Labor Productivity(GO/L) 
                               < 1 0 0 0 w o n / h >  
orking 
 
                                
*GO=gross output, L=total working hours 
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Table 13 Trends in Productivity and Capital-Output Coefficients in Korea(1984-2002) 
Labor productivity  Capital-output coefficient Capital-labor ratio 
GO/L   K/GO  K/L  Year 
(10 )  (100 n/h)  00 Won/h   0 Wo
1984  0.85   7.69   6.55  
1985  7.87   0.89   6.99  
1986  8.83   0.86   7.61  
1987  9.27   0.83   7.73  
1988  9.95   0.84   8.36  
1989  10.30   0.89   9.22  
1990  11.26   0.92   10.35  
1991  12.04   0.96   11.59  
1992  12.62   1.03   13.02  
1993  13.15   1.08   14.26  
1994  13.88   1.11   15.43  
1995  14.79   1.12   16.59  
1996  15.85   1.14   18.05  
1997  17.09   1.16   19.75  
1998  17.50   1.31   23.02  
1999  19.42   1.23   23.85  
2000  20.88   1.15   24.07  
2001  21.93   1.15   25.21  
2002  23.42   1.12   26.29  
Average  
growth rate(%) 
6.19   1.53   7.72  
Note: 1) Labor(L) is measured in terms of total working hours. 
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Figure 3. Capital-Output Coefficient/Capital-Labor Ratio 
 
. Conclusion 
t paper, we have constructed a Korean database of gross output, GDP, and four 





  In the presen
in
gross-output growth accounting, the Korean economy has recorded a significant growth of gross 
output at the average rate of 8.04 percent during the period of 1984-2002. On the other hand, 
capital(K), labor(L), energy(E), and material input(M) have grown at the rate of 9.57 percent, 
1.85 percent, 6.68 percent, and 8.65 percent respectively during the period. The average 
estimated shares of four inputs were 0.20( K v ), 0.20 ( L v ), 0.08 ( E v ) and 0.52 ( M v ) 
respectively. As a consequence, the total factor input and total factor productivity has increased 
at the average annual rate of 7.49 percent and 0 5 percent r pectively.  erefore, the relative 
contribution of total factor productivity to gross output growth is estimated to be only 6.84 
percent which is of rather insignificant magnitude. We think that the quality adjustment in labor 
input has played a role in estimating lower growth rate of total factor productivity. We are 
reconfirming both Krugman's(1994) proposition and empirical findings by Young(1994) and 
Lau and Kim(1994). We also have noted that there was a discernable structural turning point 
after the 1997 economic crisis in Korea: both capital-gross output coefficient and capital-value-
added coefficient has started to fall after 1998. 
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Table A-1. Gross Output in 33 Sectors 
Table A-2. GDP in 33 Sectors 
Table A-3. Capital Stocks in 33 Sectors 
Table A-4. Labor Input in 33 Sectors 
Table A-5. Energy Input in 33 Sectors 
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Table A-11. Capital Price Index 
Table A-12. Capital Input Price   
Table A-13. Energy Price Index 
Table A-14. Material Price Index 
Table A-15. Price Index of Commodities from V-Table   
Table A-16. Price Index of Gross Output Deflators by 33 Industries   
Table A-17. Growth rate of the quality of capital input 
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Table A-3. Capital Input in 33 Sectors (Unit :  billion  won)                                                     (1995  constant  price) 
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Table A-4. Labor Input in 33 Sectors (Unit : 100000 Hour) 
 
  38*The sum of the labor input of industries 26 and 27 during the period of 1984~1992 is allocated in proportion to the year 1993. 
Table  A-5.  Energy  Input  in  33  Sectors  (Unit  :  million  won)                                                       (1995  constant price) 
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Table A-6. Material Input in 33 Sectors  (Unit  :  million  won)                                                       (1995  constant price) 
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Table A-7. Average Shares of Capital Inputs (Unit : %) 
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Table A-8. Average Shares of Labor Inputs (Unit : %) 
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Table A-9. Average Shares of Energy Inputs (Unit : %) 
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Table A-10. Average Shares of Material Inputs (Unit : %) 
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  45Table A-11. Capital Price Index (1995=100) 
 
  46Table A-12-1. Capital Input Price (Building and Structure)   
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Table A-12-2. Capital Input Price (Transportation Equipment)   
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Table A-12-3. Capital Input Price (Machinery)   
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Table A-12-4. Capital Input Price (Total Asset)   
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Table A-13. Energy Price Index (1995=100) 
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Table A-14. Material Price Index (1995=100) 
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Table A-15. Price Index of Commodities from V-Table (1995=100) 
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Table A-16. Price Index of Gross Output Deflators by 33 Industries (1995=100) 
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Table A-17. Growth rate of the quality of capital input (Unit : %) 
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Table A-18. Growth rate of the quality of labor input (Unit : %) 
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